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Join our community
on your journey
to certification!

EMBRACING
FUN AND ADVENTURE

DEEPENING OUR
CONNECTION WITH OURSELF
AND OTHERS

EXPANDING INTO
SPACIOUSNESS AND PRESENCE

NOURISHING
OUR WHOLE BEING

THRIVING IN A
COLLABORATIVE COMMUNITY

GROWING THROUGH
LEARNING AND SHARING

For more information, join us on a community Zoom teleconferencing call.
Date / Time (Eastern/New York)

Wed, Jan 16th 10am

Look for future calls on our website.

Meeting ID

395 218 7276

www.nvccalf.com

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: https://cnvc.zoom.us/j/3952187276. Or phone in US: +1 646 558 8656 (New
York) or +1 669 900 6833 (San Jose). International numbers are also available: https://zoom.us/zoomconference.

Voice/Text: 1-860-263-9263

💗

Email: info@nvccalf.com

💗

Web: www.nvccalf.com

💗

Empower yourself to move forward with your deepest aspirations on your path of knowing, sharing and
living NVC to the best of your ability through living in a community of NVC consciousness!

💗

Experience Marshall Rosenberg’s core curriculum for Nonviolent Communication from a team of
seasoned international CNVC certified trainers and assessors!

💗

Build a community of colleagues from around the world – both CNVC certified trainers and other
candidates on the path to CNVC certification – for long-term support and collaboration!

Dates

June 25th at 5 PM (with dinner) to July 4th at 12 Noon. We request that your travel plans allow
you to attend the retreat from start to finish.

Venue

Terzo di Danciano, Cortona, Italy • www.terzodidanciano.com
 51 minutes (58 km) from Perugia Sant’Egidio International Airport
 1-½ hours (134 km) from Florence Peretola International Airport
 2-½ hours (195 km) from Pisa International Airport

Retreat Fee

The “hard cost” fee for attending the retreat will be between €750 and €1250 (Euros) depending
on room selection and the number of attendees at the retreat. This fee covers your room and
daily meals, and the costs of travel, room and board for the team of trainers and organizers.

Contribution to
Trainers and
Organizers

At the end of the retreat, you will have an opportunity to hear needs and requests from the
team of trainers and organizers around compensation for the training and services they have
provided, to reflect on your own needs and the value you received from the retreat, and to
make a contribution to the team. A contribution from each participant between €650 and
€1300 (Euros) depending on the number of attendees at the retreat would match what is
typically received by a team at an International Intensive Training (IIT).

Application,
Registration and
Down Payment

This CALF retreat is intended for certification candidates. If you are wanting to attend and are
not yet a certification candidate, contact a CALF trainer to clarify if we would support your
participation. An application to attend the retreat will be available online at www.nvccalf.com
by January. After review, and upon acceptance of your application, registration and a down
payment of approximately €500 (Euros) by mid-February will hold your spot at the retreat.

Special Note to
CNVC Certified
Candidates

Although this CALF retreat is not an official CNVC International Intensive Training (IIT), it will
fulfill the strong request that each CNVC certification candidate attend an IIT. Before
registering, if your assessor is other than Michael, Sylvia or Stephanie, you may want to check
with your assessor to see if he or she is in agreement.

Accessibility

Contact the retreat center to insure your needs for handicapped accessibility will be met.

Retreat Language The retreat will be conducted in English with Italian and occasional French, German and
Hebrew translation. It is important that participants have basic fluency in English or Italian.
Informational
Teleconference
Call
Detailed FAQ

For more information and to participate in the co-creation of this community event, join us on
a teleconferencing call on Wednesday, January 16th at 10am Eastern/New York time (Meeting
ID: 395 218 7276). Connection details are above, or at https://zoom.us/join (browser), or at
https://zoom.us/zoomconference (phone). Future calls will be posted on our website.
By January, we will post and then regularly update detailed information on our website.

The CALF program is a knowing, sharing and living adventure for being and becoming our authentic self through the process
of Nonviolent Communication for those on the path (or exploring the path) of CNVC Trainer Certification. Within this caring
community, CALF team members and participants accompany one another on a journey of blossoming into the fullness of
ourselves through exploration, self-empowerment, self-responsibility, and increasing our inner and outer resources. CALF is
led by a seasoned team of CNVC assessors and trainers residing in Switzerland, Canada, Israel and the United States who
speak Italian, German, French, Hebrew and English. We offer regular in-person retreats, online workshops and individual
mentoring.

Voice/Text: 1-860-263-9263

💗

Email: info@nvccalf.com

💗

Web: www.nvccalf.com

